Put the cloud to work
for you—your way
Soar to new heights with cloud content services

You can go your own way

Modernizing how you manage content is a critical part of
digital transformation. But you don’t have to move to the cloud all at once.
Instead, you can take a hybrid approach, using SaaS applications to
augment your existing content services solution.

57%

of content is still stored
on premises.

64%

of organizations storing
all content on prem say
they’re at a competitive
disadvantage.

agile

innovative

of organizations are
struggling to keep up with
customer expectations for
self-service information.

76%

of organizations believe
improving their content
management and
collaboration would
accelerate their business.

“For companies looking to
drive innovation, adopting
cloud platforms and
integration tools is a big step
in the right direction.”

With hybrid cloud options, you can
move content and collaboration to
the cloud at your own pace—so you
can maintain full control as you
leverage the agility of the cloud.

scalable

51%

- Forrester Consulting Study

Let’s get you here
The sooner you start taking advantage of what the cloud can offer,
the more agile, innovative and resilient your business will be. With the
flexible, enterprise-grade capabilities of OpenText content services,
you can leverage the cloud in your own way, at your own pace.

5 reasons to get on board

1

Empower
your people

2

Watch productivity skyrocket. With simple
experiences on all devices, seamless
editing and syncing, easy sharing and more,
users can make the most of every minute.

46

%

Free up
your teams

of organizations using cloud
services experienced higher
productivity.

3

With a single source of truth, teams know
they’re always collaborating on the latest
version. Uploading, sharing, editing, and
finalizing documents all happens inside the
platform—not over email.

52

%

of respondents cite improved
collaboration as a benefit
of cloud content platforms.

Bring trusted
partners in—safely

Streamline sharing from your content services platform with
collaborators outside your firewall, without compromising
security. And with a secure digital signature solution, you’ll
save precious time finalizing every agreement.

“Organizations want tools that are
fast, easy to use, and make external
collaboration easy.”

4

Tick all the
security boxes

Content collaboration in the cloud doesn’t
have to mean giving up control. With
advanced security features and enhanced
admin controls, you’ll be able to meet all
your IT and compliance requirements.

68

%

of organizations adopting
hybrid-cloud content
management solutions
experience improved security.

Do more for
your customers

5

Leveraging secure, cloud technology that
integrates with your existing on-prem
platform, you’ll be able to innovate faster,
improve customer satisfaction, and adjust
to market pressures on the fly.

72

%

of organizations have
experienced improved
customer satisfaction by
taking a cloud-based
approach.

See how easy it is to share, collaborate, approve, sign,
and store documents—securely in the cloud—
with OpenText ™ Core Share and OpenText ™ Core Signature.

Securely store, share and collaborate on files with
colleagues, customers and partners—in the cloud.
With access to the same files from any device,
users can always stay productive.

Accelerate signature-related business
processes from start to finish, while making sure
you’re adhering to legal requirements and
compliance regulations.

Visit opentext.com/core-share
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